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I pulse in order to know
realizing healing.
I seal the store of accomplishment
with the solar tone of intention.
I am guided by the power of abundance.
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Today (Kin 87) is a PV day… one of the kin that was left as a code for Uncovering 
the Hamonic Matrix, on the side of Pacal Votans tomb lid… The suggestion is that 
today has a very special energy, so tune in and be pulsed by this solar light of 
healing the dream…

So today we realise change pulsing through us as we are guided by our intuition 
to allow strong healing to occur, in turn setting the intention to accomplish our 
dreams, those dreams that are hold in the collective unconscious as abundance 
for all beings..

We are supported today by Yellow Solar Human, guided by the Star… Setting the 
intention to choose beauty and harmony, in order to co-create our highest 
potential of realising ourselves as the Seeds of the New Time… Humanity being 
pulsed by the harmonic grid of 4th dimensional Time…

The challenge that strengthens us today is Red Solar Earth, guided by the 
Skywalker… Being pulsed by the pure flow of consciousness to explore and 
navigate the cycles of Time, in order to purify our ancestral bloodlines…

The hidden gift of this day is White Overtone Wizard, guided by the Wind, … The 
power of anchoring unconditional love through a deep receptivity to the sounds, 
communication and messages of spirit…


I perfect in order to beautify
producing art.
I seal the store of elegance
with the planetary tone of manifestation.
I am guided by the power of intelligence.

I am a Galactic Activation Portal, enter me!

Everything that you remember (with thoughts or emotions) is 
no longer reality - but your brain makes it real again, 
creating it over and over again in a cycle.
The beauty is the key to the exit the cycle.
True art is simply the ability to bring a little beauty into the 
world: For you and the whole world. 

Today discover the grace in you and in the world and your 
will for beauty itself. 
Stay - even if it still seems unattainable - for harmony and 
grace are within you.
Examine your excessive self-criticisms and let them just 
leave....
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I will let go and leave behind
My old identity
Taking the chance and exposing the new, 
Future version of me

Kaypacha

My feelings help me stay in touch, 
With my deepest inner truth, 
Like a steamy sauna or soothing bath, 
They cleanse, relax, and renew

Kaypacha
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Full Moon Lunar Eclipse : 

- “Get used to being in the pressure cooker”!!
- Get into your inner world, your inner child. Use your feelings as the 

intuitive connection
- Time of big changes, especially financial
- Sudden and unpredictable events
- Finding new and ingenious ways of making a living
- Intense growth
- Take advantage of ALL opportunities this year
- Healing of all wounds around “I deserve”
- Balance Head with Gut Brain……..

Rock some boats!



- Authenticity often compromised for Attachment 
(stems primarily from childhood wounds)

- We sacrifice Authenticity for Relationships
- Authenticity stifled in society,  therefore pervasive Attachment favour
- Inability or Fear of Saying NO and defining boundaries 

Leads to anger suppression & storage in the body - Illness

Leadership and Sovereignty requires Authenticity 

Where in your Life are you not saying NO?

Growing up Spiritually
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HEALING CODES 

- 73 75 766 Allowing your wounded inner child to communicate
- 99 25 881   Love and Respect (for Self, Others and to neutralise 

Projections
- 52 484 965 1023  Enhance Clarity and Reception of Divine Guidance
- 56 82 966  Undo damage of multiple lifetimes with speed
- 56 11 213  Erasing memories that bring you down
- 16 18 256 Healing multi-generational toxic shame
- 823 494 7815 72954  Activate Your True Potential
- 11 96 888 Healing low self-esteem and developing a healthy self image
- 80 80 561 Turn hesitance to confidence, assuredness and a healthy, 

balanced will
- 51 56 321  For dealing with overwhelm
- 25 39 561 615 Welcome the new and create a better life

https://reikidoc.blogspot.com/2014/06/divine-healing-codes-and-how-to-use-
them.html
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